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Provider Questions and Answers for 

Two-Midnight Rule 

 

1. Why is Livanta requesting medical records for paid claims?  

Livanta is contracted by CMS to review Two-Midnight Rule or short stay cases that have 

been paid by CMS Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs). Livanta is requesting 

medical records to complete those reviews. Livanta’s reviews deal specifically with 0-1 

day stay cases that fall under the Two-Midnight Rule.  

 

2. What will Livanta send to a hospital regarding the Two-Midnight Rule reviews? 

Livanta will send hospitals a medical record submission instructions sheet with Medical 

Record/Component Cover Sheets listing specific paid claim information for which 

medical records should be submitted to Livanta for review. 

 

3. What do providers need to return to Livanta?  

Providers need to return all 25 (for large providers) or 10 (for small providers) medical 

records for each patient claim. Medical records should be sent to Livanta in one batch for 

the dates of service as specified on the Medical Record/Component Cover Sheet with the 

appropriate cover sheet attached to each record.  

 

4. Why is Livanta asking for records dated before October 1, 2015 when a document 

titled, “Reviewing Short Stay Hospital Claims for Patient Status: Admissions On or 

After October 1, 2015” by CMS states that admissions on or after October 1, 2015 

are subject to review? 

Although a CMS announcement does contain the noted above heading, suggesting that 

claims before October 1, 2015 are not included, the body of the announcement makes it 

clear that the reviews start October 1, 2015 and claims for dates of admission within the 

previous 6 months are subject to review.  

 

5. How many days do providers have to submit the medical records? 

Providers have 30 calendar days from the date of Livanta’s letter to submit the requested 

medical records to Livanta. Each cover sheet has a due date for the medical record 

receipt. Around the 15
th

 calendar day following the initial request, providers will receive 

a follow-up phone call to remind them of the impending due date. After 20 calendar days, 

providers will receive a technical denial warning letter. When the provider fails to submit 

a medical record for review after 30 calendar days, a technical denial will be issued based 

on a lack of documentation if the records are not submitted. If the deadline to submit 

medical records has passed, providers should still submit the records regardless of the 

technical denial.  

 

6. How many days does Livanta have to review the submitted records? 

Livanta has 30 calendar days from the date the medical record is received to complete the 

review. 

 

7. Where should providers send medical records? 

Providers may submit records through the following methods:  
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 Fax: 1-844-420-6672  

 Mail (hard copy or CD-ROM):  

BFCC-QIO Program, Area 5 

Two-Midnight Rule 

9090 Junction Drive, Suite 10 

Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 

 Electronically via the Electronic Submission of Medical Document (esMD) 

 

8. Can a provider send a CD of the medical records? 

Yes. If a provider sends a CD, please use a .pdf or .tif format. The CD must be 

encrypted and password protected: send the password to BFCC5records@livanta.com 

for Area 5. Please note that sending an unencrypted CD violates federal policy on 

protected health information and violations will be reported to CMS. Medical records 

received on CD will not be reimbursed for copying costs, but will be paid for the actual 

postage costs.  

 

9. Where can a provider find more information about esMD? 

Livanta will accept medical records submitted through esMD. For more information 

about esMD, please visit www.cms.gov/esMD. When submitting through esMD, please 

enter the Livanta Claim Key in the Case ID field for each esMD submission so the record 

can be properly identified. Providers submitting medical records received through esMD 

will not be reimbursed for copying costs or postage.  

 

10. Will Livanta accept medical records via ASCrypt? 

No. If the provider is submitting the medical records electronically, they must be 

encrypted and sent on a password protected CD with no subfolders.  

 

11. Does Livanta reimburse providers for medical record printing and postage?  

Yes. Livanta pays 12 cents per printed page and actual postage expenses. The provider 

must inform us of the postage fees if from UPS, FEDEX, or Certified Mail. Livanta only 

reimburses postage for CDs, and there is no reimbursement for electronic submissions. 

 

12. Does Livanta grant extensions for the submission of medical records?  

No, Livanta does not grant extensions. However, if the deadline to submit medical 

records has passed, providers should still submit the medical records and the technical 

denial will be reversed, up to the time that final review results are sent to the provider. 

 

13. Will Livanta audit claims that have already been audited by the MAC? 

No. However, if you have received a request for records already audited by the MAC, 

please provide Livanta with the MAC documentation supporting the previous audit.  

 

14. How are Two-Midnight Rule decisions determined? 

If Livanta’s Registered Nurse (RN) Reviewers cannot substantiate an expectation for at 

least a two-midnight stay, they will consider the beneficiary’s medical history and 

comorbidities, the severity of signs and symptoms, current medical needs, and the risk or 

probability of an adverse event occurring without the inpatient admission. All claims that 

http://www.cms.gov/esMD
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the RNs find do not meet the Two-Midnight Rule will be reviewed by a board-certified 

independent physician reviewer.  

15. What role does InterQual or MCG criteria play in Livanta’s decision?

Final decisions are based on the clinical knowledge and expertise of Livanta’s clinical 
reviewers. InterQual or MCG are used only as a point of reference for further 

consultation. It is important to note that Livanta’s clinical judgment is not based 

solely on InterQual or MCG criteria.

16. If the provider’s QIO liaison or Medical Record liaison contact has changed, how

can this be communicated to Livanta?

If the provider previously submitted a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) and wishes to

make changes or updates to the liaison designations, please complete the update form

located on Livanta’s website (www.bfccqioarea5.com) and email it to

bfccqioarea5@livanta.com.

17. If a provider sends an incorrect record, will Livanta notify the provider, or simply

process a technical denial for the correct record not received?

If Livanta receives an incorrect medical record, Livanta will notify the provider at the

time of the reminder call and the technical denial warning letter if the correct record has

not been received within 30 days.

18. Why is Livanta requesting medical records for inpatient stay when this claim was

billed for outpatient services?

If this is the case, please provide Livanta with documentation supporting that the claim

had been resubmitted as an outpatient service.

19. How often will providers be reviewed by Livanta?

Providers will be reviewed no more than once every six months.

20. What numbers can providers call if they have a question?

Area 5: Call Livanta at 1-866-603-0970 between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

local time.

http://www.bfccqioarea5.com/
mailto:bfccqioarea5@livanta.com

